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durable repair strength and allow early, active
return to work. We hypothesized that improved
repair strength would be achieved in matched

repairs with sutures placed within the
scapholunate ligament compared with

transosseous sutures, fixations outside the
scapholunate ligament, and bone bridge

reconstruction. New ulnar joints from cadaveric
donors were used. We randomized matched

pairs of fresh-frozen cadaveric joints to one of
the 4 repair techniques. Ten matched pairs were
repaired with sutures placed in the extracortical
portion of the scapholunate ligament (group 1),
10 pairs with transosseous sutures (group 2), 10

pairs with an extracortical suture plus plate
attached to the scaphoid (group 3), and 10 pairs

with a posterolateral bone bridge and suture
placed in the scapholunate ligament (group 4).
Testing was performed under 4 conditions: with
the wrist in 15 degrees of extension and neutral
rotation (extension), with the wrist in 0 degrees
of extension and 30 degrees of ulnar deviation
(neutral rotation), with the wrist in 15 degrees
of flexion with the forearm in neutral rotation,
and with the wrist in 15 degrees of extension
and 30 degrees of flexion with the forearm in
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neutral rotation (flexion). We used paired t tests
to compare group 1 and group 2, and ANOVA

with Tukey tests for comparison among groups.
All repairs were successful. The scapholunate

interosseous
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a child process How can I invoke a Go function

from a child process that returns a specific
value? I'm trying to do this, but it seems like it
needs a pipe, yet Go only seems to allow me to

pass a channel to a process, rather than
returning a value. func fun(f int) bool { return f

== 1 } func main() { cmd :=
exec.Command("echo", "1") var out io.Reader

err := cmd.Start() cmd.Stdout = out err =
cmd.Run() if err!= nil { panic(err) } if

fun(int(out.Read([]byte{0}))) == true {
fmt.Println("exit from func fun", fun) } go func()
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{ for { fmt.Println("child pid = ", os.ProcessID())
//wait for function to return value } }() } A: Is

there a way to invoke a function that returns a
value from a Go child process? There is no such
way. You have two ways to accomplish what you
want. The first is to use the provided interfaces,
channels, and values that are provided by the io

package. The second is to use the pipes
provided by the syscall package (os/exec refers
to this part of the Go standard library). This last
one is the simplest. Specifically, let's implement

a calculator as a function that takes two
parameters, and returns their product. We will

use a channel to communicate the result:
package main import ( "fmt"
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